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ABSTRACT
At a fraction of the total cost of an equivalent orbital mission, scientific balloon-borne platforms, operating above 99.7% of the Earth’s atmo-
sphere, offer attractive, competitive, and effective observational capabilities—namely, space-like seeing, transmission, and backgrounds—
which are well suited for modern astronomy and cosmology. The Super-pressure Balloon-borne Imaging Telescope (SUPERBIT) is a
diffraction-limited, wide-field, 0.5 m telescope capable of exploiting these observing conditions in order to provide exquisite imaging through-
out the near-infrared to near-ultraviolet. It utilizes a robust active stabilization system that has consistently demonstrated a 48 mas 1σ sky-fixed
pointing stability over multiple 1 h observations at float. This is achieved by actively tracking compound pendulations via a three-axis gim-
balled platform, which provides sky-fixed telescope stability at < 500 mas and corrects for field rotation, while employing high-bandwidth
tip/tilt optics to remove residual disturbances across the science imaging focal plane. SUPERBIT’s performance during the 2019 commission-
ing flight benefited from a customized high-fidelity science-capable telescope designed with an exceptional thermo- and opto-mechanical
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stability as well as a tightly constrained static and dynamic coupling between high-rate sensors and telescope optics. At the currently
demonstrated level of flight performance, SUPERBIT capabilities now surpass the science requirements for a wide variety of experiments
in cosmology, astrophysics, and stellar dynamics.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5139711., s

I. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents the sub-arcsecond pointing and 50 mas

image stabilization capabilities of the Super-pressure Balloon-borne
Imaging Telescope (SUPERBIT) for diffraction-limited, wide-field
near-infrared (NIR) to near-ultraviolet (NUV) imaging from a
stratospheric balloon. This first section introduces the science objec-
tives that motivate these imaging capabilities, with a high-level
description of the system architecture from the perspective of
mechanical, optical, and control systems engineering. Section II
presents SUPERBIT’s best achieved performance to date, from the
2019 telescope commissioning flight; Sec. III analyzes the key tech-
nical improvements that enabled this performance, learned through
earlier engineering test flights; and Sec. IV predicts how the as-built
performance could influence an observing strategy during SUPER-
BIT’s upcoming long duration flight. The detailed science fore-
casts, based on the as-built performance, are being prepared for an
accompanying forecasting paper.

A. Scientific applications
The SUPERBIT experiment is a balloon-borne telescope

designed to provide diffraction-limited imaging over a 25′ × 17′

field-of-view (approximately 36 times larger than the Hubble Space
Telescope’s Advanced Camera for Surveys) with an on-sky reso-
lution of <0.3′′. The platform utilizes the super-pressure balloon
capabilities provided by the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration (NASA), which offers mid-latitude long duration balloon
(LDB) flights from 30 to 50+ days. A telescope at 36 km altitude
is above 99.7% of the Earth’s atmosphere,1 enabling (1) potentially
diffraction-limited observations, with negligible atmospheric “see-
ing” (<10 mas) and (2) space-like backgrounds and transmission
throughout the wavelength range from the near-ultraviolet (300 nm)
to the near-infrared (1000 nm).

Within this wavelength range, the projected resolution and
depth of SUPERBIT imaging is sufficient to measure the (weak)
gravitationally lensed shapes of distant (redshift z ≈ 1) galaxies
behind foreground (z ≈ 0.3) clusters of galaxies.2 Furthermore,
SUPERBIT’s wide field-of-view allows an entire cluster to be imaged
in a single pointing, including its connection to the surrounding
large-scale structure. With imaging available in six selectable bands
from 300 nm to 1000 nm, UV/blue photometry—which is effectively
inaccessible from the ground-based instruments—is particularly
valuable for photometric redshift calibration, where cluster member
galaxies can be identified via their 4000 A break or the 3700 A Balmer
break in cluster dwarf galaxies for which this is suppressed.2–4

For multiple observations of 100–150 clusters over a single
super-pressure balloon flight, the high-quality cluster weak lensing
masses estimated with the SUPERBIT would allow for the com-
putation of fundamental cosmological parameters such as σ8 and
Ωm at the level of experiments including Weighing the Giants and

SPT-SZ.5,6 In combination with x-ray or Sunyaev-Zoldovich (SZ)
measurements, the SUPERBIT weak lensing maps of actively merg-
ing clusters would also be valuable for dark matter studies or calibra-
tion of cluster–mass observable relations. In addition, SUPERBIT’s
diffraction-limited imaging can mitigate de-blending calibration of
the ground-based cosmological surveys like the Large Synoptic Sur-
vey Telescope (LSST),7 reducing that particular source of system-
atic uncertainty and leading to tighter constraints on cosmological
parameters.8

Given the ability for balloon-borne platforms like SUPERBIT
to readily access, quickly implement, and flight verify cutting-edge
technologies, high impact science goals can be realized at a fraction
the economic and development time cost typical of equivalent space-
borne implementations, with expected survey efficiencies rivaling
similar ground-based applications. In addition to cluster cosmology,
some examples of prospective science goals enabled by the SUPER-
BIT include probes of dark matter sub-structure, strong gravita-
tional lensing constraints on the Hubble constant, studies of galax-
ies’ morphological evolution, UV-bright stars, and exo-planetary
atmospheres.

B. SUPERBIT architecture
The following is a brief description of the SUPERBIT instru-

ment flown on the September 2019 science telescope commissioning
flight, the last of a series of engineering test flights in advance of a
long duration science mission. Detailed descriptions of the mechan-
ical,9,10 thermal,11,12 control systems,13–15 and software13 architec-
tures for the 2019 and previous test flight configurations are available
in the literature.

1. Pointing and instrument stabilization
From a purely engineering perspective, the SUPERBIT plat-

form, shown in Fig. 1, is a three-axis telescope stabilizer that is
designed to provide a sub-arcsecond stability for the science pay-
load, namely the 0.5 m NIR-to-NUV telescope, the scientific charge-
coupled device (CCD) readout electronics, and accompanying back-
end stabilization optics. A series of three gimballed frames provide
sub-arcsecond stabilization and control, which together correct for
both gravity-driven compound pendulations induced by the bal-
loon and flight train as well as the bulk sky rotation for long expo-
sures (300–600 s) over the science payload field-of-view (∼0.5○).
The gimbal roll and pitch control are facilitated per axis by frame-
less motors, each axially supported by flexure bearings that provide
motion free from static friction, while a high-inertia reaction wheel
facilitates the yaw control and pendulation stability, with excess
momentum dumped through the flight train to the balloon via the
pivot connection.13

Mounted to the science payload inner frame are two wide-angle
(2–3○) star tracking cameras—one along the telescope boresight axis
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FIG. 1. The SUPERBIT 2019 gondola schematic representation with the primary
stabilization components identified; total mass at the pivot is 800 kg, which includes
CNES flight electronics; the SUPERBIT 2019 gondola has 1600 W solar power
generation and 432 Ah power storage systems.

and the other orthogonal to it (i.e., the “roll” or “cross-boresight”
star camera)—which provide absolute sky-fixed pointing references
at up to 50 Hz, while 1 kHz rate gyroscopes (KVH Industries, Inc.)
provide an inertial stabilization feedback. Altogether, science targets
acquired with sub-arcminute-level accuracy are available with a full
three-axis sub-arcsecond stability for 30–60 min per target, only lim-
ited mechanically by the roll and pitch gimbal throw (±6○) and the
full telescope pitch range (20○–60○).

In general, this level of sky-fixed, three-axis stability is dis-
tinct from other balloon-borne stabilizers that provide only a two-
axis inertial stability16 as well as balloon-borne scanners that only

require an accurate post-flight pointing reconstruction.17,18 While
the former (e.g., WASP16) is not suitable for wide-field imaging due
to a field rotation (FR) drift, the latter only requires an in-flight
pointing control at the 1′ level necessary for obtaining star cam-
era solutions on scan turnarounds, as is the case for the BLAST17

and Spider18 instruments. The SUPERBIT also differs from other
highly stabilized suborbital instruments such as FIREBALL19 in that
the dominant external balloon-borne disturbance—an outer frame
compound pendulation—is not actively damped but rather tracked
by the gimbal system. As such, the SUPERBIT approach naturally
allows for a reduction in the overall control effort—and therefore
power—required to stabilize the science payload, while providing
a tighter collocation in sensor-control feedback for instruments
sensitive to structural resonances.9,13

2. Telescope optics and image stabilization
The SUPERBIT science telescope (Fig. 2) is a modified-Dall-

Kirkham f /11 design with optics sensitive from 300 nm to 1000 nm
(for a description of the pre-2019 engineering telescope, see 2015–
2016 instrument papers9,14). As a highly custom-designed telescope
(Officina Stellare), the 0.5 m conical primary (Zerodur), carbon-fiber
monocoque body, and Invar components—namely, the secondary
and lens stack mounting assemblies—mitigate potential thermal gra-
dients across optical components of the telescope assembly as well as
variable mechanical loading due to elevation maneuvers.

In addition, the three equilaterally placed linear actuators allow
for the secondary mirror tip, tilt, and focus to be adjusted during
operations to correct for the changes in alignment and primary focus
after launch or from variations in the bulk temperature profile of the
telescope assembly due to diurnal cycles. To correct for aberrations
due to a spherical secondary mirror, a lens set near the back-end of
the telescope assembly provides diffraction-limited imaging over a
55 mm focal plane with a 37.5′′/mm plate scale (∼0.5○ usable field-
of-view). Optics are thermally regulated through the telescope baffle
to maintain a constant temperature profile and to mitigate large
gradients when transitioning from day to night operations in the
stratosphere.

FIG. 2. (Left) A cross-sectional view of the SUPERBIT science telescope commissioned during the 2019 campaign; the primary structure comprised a solid carbon fiber
monocoque configuration with Invar components to accommodate thermally sensitive elements (e.g., secondary mount); the telescope is mounted in the SUPERBIT inner
frame on either side via opposing dovetail plates with a compliance in the radial, axial, and cross-pitch directions to mitigate differential thermal contractions between the
telescope and the aluminum frame. (Right) The telescope focal plane layout including focal plane star cameras (FPSCs) and the science focal plane (scicam) with respect to
the 40 mm diameter effective science-quality focal plane; the usable or trackable focal plane has a diameter of 55 mm, which includes a region of reduced beam quality only
sufficient for tracking.
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In order to provide further image stabilization at the science
CCD, a piezo-electric tip-tilt actuated fold mirror provides high-
bandwidth (50–60 Hz) focal plane corrections, which attenuate
residual pointing jitter from the telescope stabilization systems down
to 50 mas (1σ), well within the <0.3′′ optical diffraction limit (more
details in Sec. III). A sky-fixed feedback for the tip-tilt actuator is
provided by a pair of focal plane tracking star cameras (FPSCs)—one
on either side of the science CCD—while low noise rate gyroscopes
(Emcore Corporation) at 350 Hz mounted directly to the telescope
structure provide inertial feedback while actively correcting for the
bulk latency and the limited bandwidth of the FPSCs.

Overall, SUPERBIT’s customized telescope design in conjunc-
tion with the three-axis tracking and stabilization platform is what
enables a wide-field, diffraction-limited imaging in the near-IR to
near-UV, a capability that had not yet been demonstrated from
scientific balloon-borne payloads. The remainder of this paper dis-
cusses how the SUPERBIT has met this specification.

II. INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE
The 2019 SUPERBIT science telescope commissioning flight

began on September 17, 2019, at 20:34 GMT-4 with a launch sup-
port provided by the Center National d’Études Spatiales (CNES)
through the Canadian Space Agency (CSA) from Timmins, Ontario
(Fig. 3). After a 2 h ascent to a minimum float altitude of 27 km
(89 kft), the SUPERBIT instrument was calibrated and aligned dur-
ing the first 4 h of operations, which was followed by 3.5 h of science
observations. Flight termination occurred on September 18, 2019, at
approximately 14:00 GMT-4 after 7 h of daytime operations.

This section reports the best pointing and image stabilization
performance achieved till date from the SUPERBIT 2019 flight,
which includes the current SUPERBIT performance results for tele-
scope pointing stabilization, target acquisition accuracy, and focal
plane image stabilization throughout typical operations. To high-
light particular challenges involved with demonstrating the achieved

FIG. 3. SUPERBIT pre-launch 2019 (site: Timmins, Ontario); during inflation of the
primary balloon (bottom left), SUPERBIT is secured by the launch support vehicle
(top) beneath the smaller tow balloon (bottom right); on launch, the tow balloon
provides neutral buoyancy for the payload as the primary balloon is released and
ascends above it.

level of performance, comparisons with pre-2019 engineering test
flights are provided (additional details on pre-2019 performance are
available in the literature14,15).

A. Telescope stabilization
As described in Subsection I B, the SUPERBIT telescope itself

is stabilized about all three rotational degrees-of-freedom via a series
of gimballed frames with inertial feedback from the rate gyroscopes
and sky-fixed reference feedback from star tracking cameras. When
a target is requested in right ascension (RA) and declination (Dec),
the gimbals slew in unison to the calculated target gimbal angles
in order to point the telescope to the corresponding azimuth (Az)
and elevation (El) coordinates on the sky while offsetting the mid-
dle and inner frames (see Subsection II C) to maximize the tracking
time on the sky with fixed field rotation (FR). Targets are typically
acquired within 5 min of the request. Once a lost-in-space solution
is acquired at the target coordinates,20 the gimballed frames are iter-
atively honed toward the desired target until the absolute error on
the sky is within a commandable star camera subframe threshold,
which for SUPERBIT is typically 0.5′. Following this, the star camera
centroids are then used for a higher rate feedback, which provides
absolute, sky-fixed stability while concurrently correcting for biases
in the rate gyroscopes that provide inertial stability.

During the 2019 flight, the SUPERBIT tracked and stabi-
lized over several telescope tracking runs for a number of align-
ment calibration and potential science targets of interest. For a
typical long timescale telescope stabilization run (∼0.5 h), Fig. 4
shows the centroid distribution plots in the boresight and cross-
boresight star cameras as well as a representative point-spread-
function (PSF) per tracking camera. Analyses and discussions on
this level of sub-arcsecond pointing performance are provided in
Subsection III A.

B. Image stabilization
Once telescope stabilization is established, a high-bandwidth,

piezo-electrically actuated, tip-tilt fold mirror further stabilizes the
focal plane. As described in Subsection I B, the sky-fixed feedback
is obtained from a pair of focal-plane tracking star cameras, each
equally separated about the center of the science camera CCD by
29.3 arc min (see Fig. 2). In addition to providing the inertial feed-
back, a set of low noise rate gyroscopes directly and rigidly coupled
to the telescope frame itself increases the effective bandwidth and
corrects the bulk image processing latencies inherent to each of the
focal plane star cameras. Altogether, this tracking system comprises
the fine guidance system (FGS).

To be able to effectively track the residual perturbations on the
focal plane, the expected peak-to-peak variation from the telescope
stabilization stage must be well within the maximum throw of the
tip-tilt stage. With the knowledge of the 2019 back-end optics geom-
etry, notably the distance between the tip-tilt stage and focal plane
(ℓ = 169 mm) and the maximum stage-centered throw of the FGS
(θ = 2 mrad), the maximum sky-equivalent pitch throw ϕpitch and
cross-pitch throw ϕxpitch of the FGS are given by

ϕpitch = p ⋅ ℓ ⋅ θ, ϕxpitch = ϕpitch ⋅ cos(45 deg), (1)

⇒ p = 206264.8′′
D×f , (2)
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FIG. 4. Telescope pointing stability as measured by the boresight (left) and cross-boresight (right) star cameras during a typical long timescale telescope tracking run (>30
min) from the SUPERBIT 2019 flight, where each data point is a single sky-fixed star centroid; typical star camera centroid thumbnails are shown, where boresight and
cross-boresight sky-equivalent pixel scales are 2.6′′ and 4.3′′, respectively; sub-pixel structures (i.e., gaps between pixels) are clearly resolved at pixel boundaries (with a
0.5 px offset) due to a non-linear pixel response; 1σ pointing stability metrics are reported per camera (and per focal plane axis).

where p = 0.168′′/px is the FPSC plate scale, D = 500 mm is the pri-
mary mirror diameter, and f = 11 is the f -number for the SUPERBIT
2019 science telescope. Due to the 90○ fold in the optical path (see
Fig. 2), the effective throw of the cross-pitch axis is reduced by a

factor cos(45○) compared to the pitch axis. To highlight the per-
formance shown previously, the ϕpitch = 12.61′′ and ϕxpitch = 8.92′′

requirements on stabilization are at least 15 times the demonstrated
1σ telescope stabilization. Note, however, that this specification does

FIG. 5. Actively stabilized FGS tracking stability as measured by each of the focal plane star tracking cameras (FPSCs), where each data point is a single sky-fixed star
centroid; one representative 6 min tracking run on FPSC1 (left) and FGS tracking on FPSC2 (right) during the telescope stabilization run in Fig. 4 are shown; typical star
camera centroid thumbnails are shown, where the sky-equivalent pixel scale for each FPSC is 0.168′′; sub-pixel structures (i.e., gaps between pixels) are clearly resolved at
pixel boundaries (with a 0.5 px offset) due to a non-linear pixel response; 1σ pointing stability metrics are reported per camera (and per focal plane axis).
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not include potentially long timescale mechanical or thermal drifts
between the boresight and focal plane star cameras, since such vari-
ations are unknown at the telescope tracking level without feed-
back information from the tip-tilt stage. These longer timescale
effects are reported in Subsection II C and further discussed
in Sec. III.

Once trackable stars were reliably obtained on one or both
of the FPSCs during the first half of the 2019 flight, the dedicated
image stabilization runs calibrate the FGS and align the telescope
optics. Figure 5 demonstrates the typical image stabilization per-
formance post-calibration by evaluating a focal plane star camera
centroid distributions as a sky-fixed metric for FGS corrections, in
response to residual disturbances from the telescope stabilization
stage. Discussions on FGS performance, including FPSC tracking
depth, FPSC beam size, and overall image stability, are provided in
Subsections III A and III B.

C. Target acquisition

To find adequate guide stars for image stabilization, the
SUPERBIT stabilization platform must have a sufficiently accurate
absolute pointing to place a target within the roughly 5.5′ × 4′

FIG. 6. (Top) An absolute pointing residual plot illustrating the drift of the FGS
tip-tilt mirror command during the image stabilization run shown in Fig. 5; this
is not the result of a telescope pointing drift, as would be seen by the bore
star camera centroid residuals (middle), or a telescope focal plane drift, as
would be seen by the FPSC centroid residuals (bottom), which implies that
this is likely a relative pointing drift between the boresight star camera and the
telescope focal plane; despite this, the <1′′ drift is maintained well within the
8.92′′ (or ±4.46′′) cross-pitch throw of the FGS; on-sky directions for all resid-
ual plots are given in pitch and cross-pitch to distinguish from telescope El and
cross-El; randomized commanded dithering steps can be seen at 5 min inter-
vals (top and middle) but are removed by the FGS at the telescope focal plane
(bottom).

field-of-view of either focal plane star camera. Although the point-
ing and tracking systems are capable of acquiring targets to a
much higher precision (within the 0.26′′ star camera centroid-
ing resolution), the SUPERBIT target acquisition requires only
arcminute-level repeatability, because of its wide field-of-view and
absolute sky-fixed feedback. If higher accuracy is required post-
flight, absolute pointing information can be reconstructed from
flight data and confirmed directly with astrometry20 on science
camera images. Over the extended tracking runs, a relative drift
between the boresight and focal plane star tracking cameras is
shown in Fig. 6 to be minimal (< 10% the FGS throw), which
contrasts the large 10–20 arc sec pointing drift observed during
the pre-2019 test flights. This reflects both the thermo-mechanical
and the opto-mechanical stability of the 2019 telescope optics,
back-end optics, and star camera mounts, a detailed discussion of
which is provided in Subsection III C. To quantify this effect, the
sky-equivalent FGS command shown in Fig. 6 measures how the
focal plane would have moved with respect to the boresight star

FIG. 7. A target re-acquisition and continuous target tracking during simultaneous
roll and fine pitch gimbal resets; gimbal frames track in unison about the FPSC
target star while the FGS attenuates perturbations at the 2–4′′ level (a) down to
<0.2′′ (c) during the reset; the boresight star camera centroids (b) show a mean
shift post-reset due to an offset pointing vector with the FPSC(s) as the roll gimbal
is slewing (d); the maximum sky-equivalent throw of the FGS in pitch and cross-
pitch is 12.61′′ and 8.92′′, respectively.
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camera had the FGS not been continuously correcting for structural
or kinematic disturbances. Plausible sources for residual discrep-
ancies between the optics and telescope pointing are discussed in
Subsection III C.

For the SUPERBIT, target acquisition repeatability and target
re-acquisition are also important factors contributing to an overall
survey efficiency during science operations. In particular, a fixed-
time overhead is required to reset the roll and pitch gimbals once
either axis has reached its maximum usable throw, which is fun-
damentally limited by the flexure bearings (±6○ smooth tracking
range), as mentioned in Subsection I B. To minimize the time
required to recover image stabilization after a reset, all three gim-
balled axes are slewed in unison about the FPSC target star in a
way that resets the roll and pitch gimbals while maintaining the
target star within the FGS full throw. Figure 7 demonstrates the
efficacy of this approach from a typical gimbal reset during the
SUPERBIT 2019 flight. During this kind of reset, which takes place
over about 20 s, science camera exposures are temporarily halted,
and the net effect on subsequent science camera exposures post-reset
is a 1○–6○ field rotation about the current tracking FPSC depending
on the target.

III. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
A. Telescope and image stabilization

As presented in Sec. II, telescope stabilization performed excep-
tionally well, where the maximum throw of the FGS is 15 times
the worst-case 1σ pitch/cross-pitch pointing stability over even the
longest tracking timescales. Even though the telescope roll stability
was only maintained at the arcsecond level, as shown in Fig. 4, the
sensitivity of the telescope focal plane to roll perturbations is signif-
icantly lower than in pitch and cross-pitch, where a 1′′ roll motion
over a 0.5○ angular separation between the telescope and the bore-
sight star camera is <10 mas in the worst case. Furthermore, the
fidelity of both telescope and image stabilization performance (in
Figs. 4 and 5, respectively) is highlighted by the clear sub-pixel struc-
ture observed in the centroid distributions, where the finite size of
the pixel gaps on the respective imaging sensors is clearly resolved
near the pixel boundaries (with a 0.5 px offset).

1. Stabilization trade-offs
The high performance of the SUPERBIT telescope stabiliza-

tion platform suggests that there may have been potential trade-offs
between telescope stabilization and image stabilization that could
have further improved the overall attenuation and fidelity of the
FGS in correcting for the residual telescope disturbances. Figure 8
shows the zero-speed inertial stabilization (i.e., rate gyroscopes only)
immediately following the tuning phase of the flight (a detailed
controls description is available here13).

Comparing pitch and cross-pitch control, it is clear that there
is a noticeable level of over-control in the pitch axis, which is char-
acterized by the wide-band feature in the pitch spectrum centered
at ∼7 Hz. This idea of pitch over-control is supported by the fact
that the pitch spectrum at low (<1 Hz) frequencies has been pushed
below the noise floor seen at higher frequencies. Although there is
some over-control in the cross-pitch axis as well, the cross-pitch
over-control is 42% lower than in the pitch axis, which suggests
that the pitch control gains may have been slightly over-tuned. The

FIG. 8. Rate gyroscopes residuals after gain calibration of the telescope sta-
bilization stage during the 2019 SUPERBIT telescope commissioning flight;
timestreams (top) and amplitude spectra (bottom) are given in the telescope pitch
and cross-pitch axes during a period where the gondola was only being inertially
stabilized (i.e., rate gyroscopes controlled to zero speed with no sky-fixed feed-
back); the 1σ noise measured in the cross-pitch axis is 35% below the 1σ noise
measure in pitch.

overall result of this over-tuning is a level of high frequency rate
gyroscope noise from telescope stabilization leaking into the image
stabilization stage.

In Fig. 5, this effect is directly observed in the 48% reduction in
performance in the FGS pitch-oriented axis compared to the cross-
pitch. It is therefore reasonable to assert that a reduction in pitch
gains, although potentially reducing performance at the telescope
stabilization stage at lower frequencies, would have reduced a higher
frequency rate gyroscope noise that inadvertently degraded image
stabilization in the pitch.

Overall, it is clear from the results that the 50 mas stability
requirement was consistently achieved during flight in the cross-
pitch, and despite the fact that there is indeed a clear asymmetry in
FGS performance due to pitch over-control effects, the level to which
the FGS performed is still sub-pixel on the science CCD and below
the diffraction limit (< 0.3′′). This level of performance met science
requirements; partly due to time constraints, the 2019 performance
was deemed adequate to begin science operations for the remain-
der of the 2019 flight. Additional tuning would have likely yielded
an improved performance in the pitch axis and, potentially, in the
image stabilization overall.

B. Diffraction-limited performance
1. FPSC beam size

The image stabilization results in Fig. 5 provide preliminary
insights into the optical performance of the 2019 SUPERBIT science
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telescope, which not only influences the quality of the resulting sci-
ence images, but also is directly related to the limiting depth and
fidelity of FGS centroiding and, therefore, focal plane tracking per-
formance. To quantify the sharpness of the star imaged on the
FPSCs, the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM—in pixels, denoted
W) reported in flight (and shown in Fig. 5) is estimated by

Ŵ = 4 log 2
π

√
∑i pi

maxipi
, (3)

where ∑ipi is the sum of all the pixels and maxipi is the max-
imum/peak pixel value in the background-subtracted image sub-
frame. Typical FPSC exposure times are <200 ms.

Due to the small number of pixels that contribute to the sum
post-background-subtraction, this estimator Ŵ is inherently sub-
ject to pixel noise and is potentially biased due to variation in
background estimates. To correct for this bias, simulated Gaussian
sources were tuned such that Ŵ and background noise matched
those observed and measured during the flight. Over 10 000 simu-
lations, the input FWHM (W) used to match the flight images were
then used to generate a calibration curve given by W ≃ 1.307Ŵ
− 0.705. For the majority of the 2019 flight, the estimated FWHM
values on FPSC2 were within the Ŵ = 1.7–1.9 px range per image,
which correspond to the bias-corrected FWHM values of W = 1.52–
1.78 px or 0.255–0.300′′ on the sky. A representative measure of
FWHM on FPSC1, which had considerably fewer image stabiliza-
tion runs, is Ŵ = 1.75 px corresponding to W = 1.58 px or 0.265′′ on
the sky.

For a typical 300 s science camera exposure, Fig. 9 shows the co-
added PSF on the FPSCs, which effectively captures the optical PSF

convolved with the pixel response, and the measured pointing jitter
during image stabilization. Fitting a two dimensional Gaussian to
the PSF yields a cumulative 0.400′′ and 0.350′′ FWHM on FPSC1
and FPSC2, respectively. After deconvolving the pointing jitter with
a FWHM from 0.113 to 0.217′′ based on Fig. 5, this implies an optical
PSF with a 0.273–0.302′′ FWHM.

The expected FPSC PSF can be estimated from simulation by
taking into account the effective throughput at the FPSC (Fig. 10)
and integrating the nominal simulated optical beam per-band. From
this, the theoretical pixel-convolved FWHM is 0.273′′ on the sky,
which agrees with the measured value remarkably well compared to
the best-case measured PSF on FPSC2 (<1%) and within 10% for
the worst-case. Note that, given its broadband spectral response, the
FPSC PSF is markedly wide compared to the typical PSF expected in
many of the SUPERBIT science bands; however, the FPSCs provide
a higher PSF spatial resolution due to 20% smaller pixels compared
to the science camera.

As shown in Fig. 9, the measured PSF in the FPSCs on oppo-
site sides of the field of view differ at a level of 50 mas, near the
demonstrated limit of tracking stability. There are a variety of poten-
tial causes for this PSF variation. For example, a degree of optical
misalignment may have been present at the secondary, causing an
asymmetry in the aberrations at the location of the two FPSCs, which
are offset 20.3 mm from the optical axis (Fig. 2). Pointing jitter over
the FPSC exposure time is also convolved with the optical PSF per
image, but the level to which this plays a role is limited by the short
exposure times typical on the FPSCs (nominally <20 ms). Relative
focus stages allow for FPSCs’ focus positions to be calibrated inde-
pendently, so the 15% broader PSF observed in FPSC1 compared
to FPSC2 could be attributed to relative defocus between the two

FIG. 9. Co-added FPSC PSFs integrated over typical science camera exposures during the image stabilization run from Fig. 5, which represents the combination of pointing
jitter as well as the effective optical beam through the SUPERBIT science telescope optics; FPSC pixel scale is 0.168′′/px for a measured co-added FWHM of 0.400′′ on
FPSC1 and 0.350′′ on FPSC2; correcting for pointing jitter at a FWHM of 0.113–0.217′′ yields an optical PSF FWHM of 0.273–0.302′′, which agrees well with the simulated
diffraction-limited PSF.
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FIG. 10. Theoretical per-band optical efficiency at the FPSCs focal plane, which
incorporates the following: optical characteristics, namely, the transfer curves for
the primary mirror, secondary mirror, and the lens stack combined; back-end opti-
cal characteristics, including the tip-tilt fold mirror and the FPSC pick-off mirror;
and the nominal FPSC quantum efficiency response. For a flat spectrum source,
the effective band center of the FPSCs is 600 nm, with 89% bandwidth and a
band-average throughput of 38%.

tracking camera sensors. All these can easily be improved through
more regular calibration (e.g., daily) during a longer duration mid-
latitude science flight.

2. FPSC tracking depth
Overall, an FPSC depth not only affects how well the FGS can

effectively stabilize the telescope focal plane but also directly deter-
mines the availability of targets on the sky, where sensitivity to
dimmer guide stars (i.e., higher apparent magnitude) increases the
likelihood that a given target will have a trackable star on one or
both of the FPSCs. As such, it is important to assess the limiting star
magnitude that the SUPERBIT science telescope can use for image
stabilization. This was not directly measured during the 2019 flight
due to time constraints, but the limiting star magnitude can be esti-
mated with the knowledge of system performance with the known
guide stars on the FPSC. Specifically, Table I shows a summary of
identified stars on the FPSCs at a given exposure time and signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) during unique image stabilization pointings
during the 2019 flight. In terms of apparent magnitudes M, the gains
from increased exposure time (texp) and decreased SNR (asnr) can be
estimated by

ΔMexp, rn = 2.5 log( texp, max

texp
), (4)

ΔMexp, dc = 2.5
2 log( texp, max

texp
), (5)

ΔMsnr = 2.5 log( asnr
asnr, min

). (6)

TABLE I. Estimated tracking depth on the FPSCs based on uniquely identified guide
stars from the SUPERBIT 2019 flight; the tracking depth or limiting magnitude is
estimated based on the observed magnitude of the tracked star on the FPSC,
which is then corrected based on magnitude gain ΔMsnr from the ability to track
at reduced signal-to-noise; this is further corrected by estimated magnitude gain
ΔMexp,rn or ΔMexp,dc from increased exposure times limited by read-noise or dark-
current, respectively; a maximum exposure time texp,max = 0.1 s and minimum SNR
asnr,min = 10 is determined from simulation based on an effective 20 mas image sta-
bilization resolution; observed magnitudes reference the GAIA DR2 catalog,21 which
has a similar band-pass to the overall effective throughput shown in Fig. 10.

Flight data Magnitude estimation

Observed texp Limiting
mag. (ms) asnr ΔMexp,dc ΔMexp,rn ΔMsnr mag.

8.7 14 79 1.0 2.1 2.2 12–13
8.9 19 70 0.9 1.8 2.1 12–13
8.7 11 85 1.2 2.4 2.3 12–14
6.0 1.0 80 2.5 5.0 2.3 11–13
6.6 3.0 54 1.9 3.8 1.8 10–12

Here, ΔMexp,rn and ΔMexp,dc bound the magnitude gain from
an increased exposure time assuming either read-noise- or dark-
current-limited exposures, respectively, where the latter yields
reduced magnitude gain due to an increased noise that scales with√

texp.
The minimum SNR is determined from the simulation based

on the fidelity of the centroiding algorithm used on the FPSCs,
which suggests that the required one-tenth pixel centroid accuracy
(∼20 mas) is adequately maintained with asnr,min = 10. For a
maximum exposure time, FGS simulations indicate that tracking
stability—limited by rate gyroscope noise (0.002○/

√
hr)—is suffi-

ciently constrained at the 20 mas level by FPSC centroid estimation
at 10 Hz or texp,max = 0.1 s (see the control architecture13). Applying
this to the 2019 tracking runs, Table I shows the limiting appar-
ent magnitudes per target, with a flight average limiting magnitude
range of 11–13. Surveying the GAIA DR2 star catalog21 at a limiting
magnitude ≤13, the FPSCs are within 1′ of a guide star over about
83% of the sky. When considering multiple angles of observation
over the course of a night, this approaches 100% of the sky.

For more conservative estimates, future SUPERBIT science
flights—such as a 30–50 day mid-latitude flight—would undoubt-
edly benefit from higher target availability over the full sky. As such,
additional sensitivity could potentially be gained by improving the
optical efficiency of the back-end optics or the FPSC CCD, where
the former would be a trade-off for sensitivity in the shorter wave-
length near-UV bands with alternative optical coatings. Improved
target availability could also be achieved by increasing the propor-
tion of the available telescope focal plane to FPSCs either through an
increased area per FPSC or additional FPSCs distributed about the
science CCD.

C. Telescope opto-mechanical and focus stability
1. Static pointing drift

The SUPERBIT engineering flights prior to the 2019 flight had
observed that a relative pointing—specifically between the boresight
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star camera and the main telescope—had drifted significantly over
long (≥30 min) tracking periods. This effect had only been miti-
gated by the fact that the 10–15′′ net sky-equivalent drifts observed
had only been 18.7% the full FGS throw in the pre-2019 configu-
ration, where ϕ = 69.8′′ from (2) with f = 10, ℓ = 168 mm, and
θ = 10 mrad.14

In contrast, the 2019 flight configuration performance results
shown in Fig. 6 demonstrate much more stable relative pointing on
the sky, with a worst case ≤1.0′′ sky-equivalent drift over the same
time period or only 11.2% the full cross-pitch throw of the FGS. Note
that compared to previous flight configurations, a 5 times reduction
in the FGS range—as implemented for the 2019 flight—favors an
improved position resolution over FGS throw. Although this implies
that the 2019 FGS would not have been able to compensate for the
larger relative drifts observed pre-2019, the more rigidly and opti-
cally coupled mounting of the boresight star camera directly to the
carbon fiber telescope baffle tube played a major role in reducing
drift over long timescales by an order of magnitude.

In addition to this effect, an apparent relative pointing drift can
also be the product of relative motion between optical components
within the telescope itself, namely, the primary and secondary mir-
rors shifting within their respective mounts due to thermal changes
or changes in gravitational loading at different elevations. For the
pre-2019 SUPERBIT test flights, the engineering telescope configu-
ration utilized flexible, zero-stress mounting methods for optics (i.e.,
a whiffle tree with spring side supports) typically used for ground-
based or certain space-based applications. However, the large deflec-
tions observed from the pre-2019 configurations may have also been
indicative of a significant gravity sag and, consequently, gross opti-
cal misalignment. In contrast, the 2019 SUPERBIT science telescope,
as described in Subsection I B, mitigates mechanical and thermal
stresses through static mounting of a conical primary, which is, by
design, rigid to within the structural flexibility of the solid carbon
fiber monocoque shell at the λ/20 surface roughness requirement.

2. Relative dynamics

Although the static boresight camera mounting drift cannot
be easily decoupled from the gravity sag of telescope and back-end
optics, the relative dynamics between the telescope baffle (via rate
gyroscopes) and FPSC centroids on the telescope focal plane can
be directly compared. As such, Fig. 11 shows the spectra of the
residual pitch and cross-pitch differences between the FPSC cen-
troids and raw integrated rate gyroscopes, which are rigidly coupled
to the telescope tube assembly. Since the measurement took place
during periods when the FGS was disabled despite having a track-
able star on the FPSCs, this measurement represents the difference
in frequency response between the telescope frame and the optics,
assuming that external effects (e.g., <0.010′′ stratospheric seeing) are
negligible.

From the pre-2019 SUPERBIT test flights, a significant dis-
agreement had been observed at the 0.2′′ level from 1 Hz to 15 Hz,
where higher frequency motion had been captured by FPSC cen-
troids, which was not reflected in the rate gyroscopes. To some
level, this would imply that dynamic instability had been present
between the telescope frame and telescope optics—likely due to the
flexible primary mirror mount—which could have been driven by
the telescope stabilization stage. In contrast, the 2019 flight results
in Fig. 11 show a significantly improved agreement between the
FPSC centroids and integrated rate gyroscopes and, therefore, sug-
gest better optical and dynamic stability between the science tele-
scope optics and baffle frame. Keeping in mind that 1/f drift is
present in the raw integrated rate gyroscope timestreams, the sub-
pixel agreement in amplitude spectra between the integrated rate
gyroscopes and FPSC centroids is further emphasized by the similar
shape and magnitude of variations in the timestreams from 0.5 Hz
to 10 Hz. There does appear to be a slight residual below 0.5 Hz,
but this can likely be attributed to spike removal in the timestreams
(Emcore).

FIG. 11. Amplitude spectra of the computed difference between the SUPERBIT integrated rate gyroscopes and focal plane star camera centroids while the FGS tip-tilt
stage is idle/not tracking (top right); gain differences and timing offsets between raw centroids and integrated rate gyroscopes are tuned manually with example timestreams
compared in pitch (top left) and cross-pitch (bottom left); the 1/f component from raw rate gyroscope integration (top right, solid black curve) is estimated and subtracted off
(bottom right) with comparisons made up to the nominal control bandwidth of the telescope stabilization stage (10 Hz); this shows a relatively good agreement between the
integrated rate gyroscopes and focal plane centroids from 0.5 to 10 Hz.
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When considering the static drift (Fig. 6), the relative dynamic
stability (Fig. 11), and the overall image stabilization performance
(Fig. 5), it is reasonable to assert—in contrast with the pre-2019
engineering test flights—that the SUPERBIT science telescope met
mechanical stability specifications required to provide an effective
sub-pixel image stabilization at a level sufficient for diffraction-
limited imaging. Improvements in the rigidity of components’ rel-
ative mounting or the fidelity of inertial measurements could poten-
tially be informed by the direct measurement of the telescope optics
motion during tracking (e.g., accelerometer measurements).

3. FGS depth-of-focus effects
For SUPERBIT’s minimum wavelength in the near-UV (λ

= 300 nm), the minimum delta focus ΔF to induce a quarter-
wavelength wavefront error is given by

ΔF ≃ ±2λf 2, (7)

where f is the f -number for the telescope. For the pre-2019 engineer-
ing telescope with a 55 mm diameter usable focal plane and f = 10,
the θ = 10 mrad full FGS throw could have potentially caused a defo-
cus of 0.275 mm at the edge, which exceeds the ΔF = 0.060 mm by
nearly a factor of 5 had the full range been exercised. However, the
maximum drift experienced from the previous test flights was only
18.7% of the full FGS throw equivalent to a maximum defocus of
0.514 mm, which had been within the tolerable ΔF albeit marginally.

In contrast, the 2019 science telescope and back-end optics con-
figuration has a fivefold reduction in the FGS throw (θ = 2 mrad)
with a maximum defocus of 0.055 mm at the focal plane edge, which
is comfortably within the ΔF = 0.0726 mm tolerable delta focus for
f = 11. For depth-of-focus, this implies significant margin for the
maximum observed 1′′ absolute drift observed during the 2019 flight
(Fig. 6), with nearly an order of magnitude more FGS throw than
required to compensate.

For the 2019 science configuration overall, this ability to
exercise the full FGS range highlights the flexibility in target re-
acquisition accuracy during, for example, gimbal resets as shown in
Fig. 7. Furthermore, this potentially enables the trading-off of tele-
scope stabilization gains for an improved image stabilization, which
may require the FGS to compensate for lower frequencies at high
amplitude, as described previously. Should additional range dur-
ing image stabilization be required, as was likely the case for the
pre-2019 SUPERBIT configuration and could be the case for future

SUPERBIT flights for image dithering operations, FPSC centroid
information could potentially be fed back to the telescope stabiliza-
tion loop to mitigate larger low frequency perturbations. However,
care would have be to taken to ensure sufficient decoupling with
image stabilization (i.e., prevent co-servoed jack-knifing).

IV. SUMMARY AND FORECASTING
Table II shows the progression of SUPERBIT performance over

4 test flights from 2015 to 2019 compared to the most recent sci-
ence telescope commissioning flight in September 2019. As pre-
viously mentioned, a major factor contributing to the improved
performance of the SUPERBIT 2019 flight compared with previ-
ous test flights was the design, implementation, and flight verifica-
tion of the SUPERBIT diffraction-limited telescope (Fig. 2), which
provided the necessary opto-mechanical static and dynamic sta-
bility as well as optical beam quality (Fig. 9) required for a suf-
ficiently robust focal plane stability. This is clearly reflected in
the image stabilization results for 2019 (Fig. 5), where the per-
formance over 5 min timescales is maintained over entire tele-
scope tracking runs (Fig. 4) at the 30–60 min timescale. Improve-
ments in the 2019 opto-mechanical design and relative mounting
stiffness allowed for a higher resolution in the image stabilization
stage over a smaller range compared to the engineering test flights
(Subsection III C).

From the latest 2019 performance, the level of image stabil-
ity achieved has been shown to be sufficient for diffraction-limited
imaging from over SUPERBIT’s wavelength range (300–1000 nm)
(Subsection III B). As discussed in Subsection III A, the 2019 flight
performance could have been improved with more time allocated to
trading-off the coarse stabilization loop performance at lower fre-
quencies for a reduced high frequency rate gyroscope noise that
perturbed image stabilization (Fig. 8) through a careful gain reduc-
tion. For the prospective SUPERBIT mid-latitude LDB flight, this is
effectively mitigated by the availability of additional calibration time
on the sky as well as more opportunity for iteration with feedback
from science images, both of which were quite limited by less than
8 h of operational time at float in 2019.

Ultimately, the optical and mechanical performances of the
SUPERBIT science telescope and gondola will determine the effec-
tive science yield, specifically the number of clusters observed in the
case of weak lensing. The achievable depth on the science camera

TABLE II. Summary of the best achieved 3-axis absolute pointing and image stabilization performance for the 4 SUPERBIT
test flights over 5 years; stability over timescales representative of science camera integration periods (5 min) are reported in
addition to stability over extended periods (30 min).

Best achieved sky-fixed stability (1σ) (arc sec)

Telescope stabilization Image stabilization

Year Launch site Provider @ 5 min @ 30 min @ 5 min @ 30 min

2015 Timmins, ON CNES-CSA 0.5 1.5 0.085 0.5
2016 Palestine, TX CSBF-NASA 0.5 1.1 0.070 0.2
2017/18 Palestine, TX CSBF-NASA 0.4 0.8 0.065 0.090
2019 Timmins, ON CNES-CSA 0.3 0.5 0.046 0.048
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focal plane based on the telescope throughput will directly influ-
ence overall survey efficiency source completeness, while the PSF
contributions from pointing jitter, optical alignment, and non-linear
focal plane effects will impact the fidelity of background galaxy ellip-
ticities at the 1%–3% level (estimated). Although certain aspects
of these science-related factors are explored in the work presented
here, further work is currently being undertaken to fully assess the
SUPERBIT weak lensing potential as well as other science forecast-
ing. This ongoing and future work will be captured in an upcoming
SUPERBIT forecasting paper, in which the results of this work will
be directly leveraged.
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